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*The collection of ideas and knowledge I 

have about the world based on my prior 

experiences and learning.

“The Cognitive 
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Combined Grades



According to the Ministry of 
Education, 45 percent of 

classes in Ontario’s elementary 
schools were combined grades
in 2012 - 13, up from 36 percent 

just four years prior.

@OECTA , December 2013



Consider the 
possibilities...
Scenario 1:  Practicum   

placement

Scenario 2:  Occasional             
Teaching                 
(Daily)

Scenario 3:  Occasional 
Teaching  
(Long term) 



Scenario 4:  Full-time  Position 
(first job)

Scenario 5:  Full-time Position 
(new school)

Scenario 6:  Full-time Position,
(familiar school,

experienced)



Additional Challenges with a 
Combined Grade:

� Dual Curriculum Expectations 
� Perceptions and Attitudes

People are not troubled by things,
but by the opinion they have of things.

Epictetus
55 – 135 CE



What 
questions 

will parents 
have?



� Why do you have “split” grades?

� How will this benefit/hurt my child?

� Why was my child chosen to be in a “split "grade?

� Can I move my child to a straight grade?

� Will the teacher have as much time for each child?

� How do teachers prepare for teaching a combined grade?

� Will my child in the higher grade be sufficiently challenged?

� Will my child in the lower grade be overwhelmed?

� How will they prepare for/ How will this affect EQAO?



What 
questions 

will students 
have?



� Why do I have to be in a “split” grade?… again?

� Will I have any friends in this class?

� Will I always have to work quietly on my own?

� Will it be boring?

� Will the teacher be mean?

� Will there be a lot of homework?

� Will it be harder?

� What about our field trips?



What 
questions 

will teachers 
have?



� Why do I have to teach a “split” grade?… again?

� Can I get out of this?

� How will I ever get everything done?

� How can I keep the parents calm and out of my hair?

� How will I convince the students
to buy in to this?

� How will I manage the extra work?

� How will I have a life?

� Where’s the combined textbook?

� When can I retire?



Resources from the Ministry 
of Education



� Students in combined grade classrooms achieve as well 
academically as those in single grade classrooms.

� Students appear to benefit from the spirit of co-
operation and mutual help that exists in these settings.

� Whole-class strategies such as explicit instruction, co-
operative learning and subject integration support 
improved learning in combined grade classrooms.

-from What Works? Research into Practice
A research-into-practice series produced by a partnership between The Literacy and
Numeracy Secretariat and the Ontario Association of Deans of Education, 2007

Research Tells Us:



Advantages of Split Grades

� Students do better in the area of socio-emotional  development

� Students develop more positive peer interactions

� Students social skills develop better

� Students do more collaborative and independent  learning

� Students display greater feelings of comfort and  security, 
and show a more positive self-concept

� Students show higher satisfaction with achievements

� Students have more opportunity for leadership

-from Combined Grades: Strategies to Reach 
a Range of Learners in Kindergarten to Grade 6, 2007

Social and academic advantages to combined or split  grades include:



� Number of students in each grade
� Special considerations re: cohort
� Students’ strengths, needs and interests
� Students’ level of independence
� Social skills
� Number of boys and girls in each class
� Student achievement in literacy and numeracy
� Peer relationships
� Matching student to teacher

Factors that are generally  
considered in organizing  classes:



Two distinct approaches are possible:

� The teacher addresses new learning
to two  different groups at different times.

� Common units are built around “big ideas”  
or themes, while different specific content
is  addressed by each group.

Teaching Units of Study in 
Combined Grades



� Align related topics and strands for the year.
(Begin with your strengths & interests!)                   

� Focus on related “big ideas” and common  
concepts and skills.

� Consider commonalities that may be 
possible in culminating tasks.

Planning Considerations for 
Combined  Grade Units



Planning Considerations for 
Combined  Grade Units

�Consider grade and student-appropriate 
variations of content,  process, and product.

� Select common or related reading materials.

� Make connections among different subjects 
where the two grades  can be aligned.



Focus instruction on the “big ideas” or 
fundamental  concepts and/or skills common to the 
two grades. Look for common:

- themes
- big ideas/guiding questions
- skills
- processes
- strategies
- products

Designing Unit Plans



Begins by 
determining 
each student’s 

Readiness

Interests

Learning 
Profile

… then uses 
this 
knowledge to 
open up more 
opportunities 
for all 
students to be 
successful 
through…

Student Engagement

Movement
Interaction with 
others

Interaction with 
the content

Appeal to each 
student’s 
interests

Questioning
Student 
centered

Constructs 
meaning

Develops 
higher-level 
thinking 

Questions are 
more important 
than answers

Flexible Grouping

According to 
student needs

According to 
particular goals of 
the lesson

Vary the 
grouping 
patterns

Incorporate 
individual & group 
accountability

Ongoing Assessment
Assess before, 
during, and after 
instruction

Helps to see 
how best to 
group students

How students 
feel about their 
own progress

Helps students 
set goals

… by 
differentiating 

Content

Process

Product

•Using choice 
as a motivator 

•Collaborating 
with students 
(explaining 
what you are 
doing and why) 
to allow them 
to take 
ownership for 
their learning

Striving 
for 

success 
for all

students!

Increase 
confidence

Increase 
self-esteem

Concept Map  by Deanna 
Cullion and Beth Warren



Structure is essential!
Early in the school year, establish routines for:
� entry and dismissal
� submission and storage of notes from home and daily agendas
� transitions and movement
� crew assignments/job chart
� problem solving for common occurrences ( e.g., bathroom routines)
� materials management
� individual and buddy reading
� book selection
� procedures for handing work that is finished or not finished
� options when work is completed
� clean-up procedures
� guided reading schedules
� ….and so on







Newsletters



Know your Curriculum 
Documents



Use available resources to achieve the curriculum 
expectations of your Grade ___ program in ways that 
best meet the needs of your students.

These are 
resources

These are your program 
guides



Anchor Charts
� These provide references for students when you  are busy with the 
other group.

� Where appropriate, create them with students . Always make sure 
that you have fully  worked through the concepts together before  
expecting them to understand the posted chart.

� Print headings large enough so that each chart is recognizable from  
across the room. Allow students to get up and view as needed.



Common Anchor Charts
�Classroom rules and responsibility lists
�Classroom helper charts
�Class routine reminders
�Reading strategy reminders
�Alphabet lines/number lines
�Daily schedule
�Word lists/word wall
�Illustrations and/or definitions of numeracy  terms
�Writing forms and conventions
�Writing elements or traits
�Media techniques
�Rubrics or criteria for achievement
�Shape and pattern charts
�Higher level questioning prompts



Assessment in a Split Grade is:
- frequent
- unobtrusive
- authentic
- respectful
- related to individual growth
- recorded carefully! 

Focus of Assessment:
� for learning
� as learning
� of learning



What I’ve learned 
about teaching 

Combined Grades 
so far…



#1 Establish Priorities
� You need to take care of yourself in order to be of service to 
others. 

� Identify and manage those things that are beyond your control as 
best you can. Recognize opportunities in those things over which you 
do have some control and innovate!

� Be a lifelong learner. Do the best you can with what you know 
now, understanding that you’ll “do better” when you “know better”. 

� You will develop professional judgment with experience that will 
make it easier to prioritize; learn to trust your instincts. 

� Priorities can change without notice. Be prepared to be flexible.



#2 Build Community
� Students who feel safe, valued, and understood will 
experience greater success.

� Cooperation and collaboration are the key ingredients in any 
productive classroom, but are even more essential in a 
Combined Grade. Teach your students the skills they need to 
work together.

� Communicate your goals and expectations to students as 
well as their families – and be an effective listener. 



� Mentors, colleagues, and school administration
� School Board teams
� Affiliate representatives
� Workshop and course presenters/teachers
� Professional  literature & Ministry documents
� and, of course…

#3  Consult Experts



� Familiarize
� Visualize
� Prioritize
� Devise 
� Revise

And above all…focus on the positive!

Remember to:




